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Abstract 
 
In 2004 ACRA CONTROL introduced XidML as a published standard for instrumentation 
definition via XML. After two years in the field, much feedback and two revisions, this paper 
outlines where the standard is now, some of the lessons learned and discusses some ideas for 
where next. 

 
XidML allows any package, message or frame to be defined including PCM, MIL-STD-
1553, Ethernet and storage formats, it is also used to define the settings for instrumentation 
as diverse as Analog to Digital modules, MIL-STD-1553 monitors, PCM encoders, 
recorders, bit-syncs, and decoms. Importantly it facilitates the EU range and data format to 
be defined for large parameter lists. 
 
The key elements in the standard are discussed along with some lessons learned.  
 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Two years ago XidML was introduced as a published XML schema for storing and managing 
the meta-data associated with flight test instrumentation [1]. At the same time, the standard 
was placed on the web for public use. As of May 2006 engineers from a dozen different 
companies are working with this schema - developing tools to generate or read XML files 
conforming to the standard. Many more companies and engineers  are using these tools 
without needing to know that they are operating on XidML files “under the hood”. 
 
In May 2006, revision 2.3 was released. This revision simplifies and refines several important 
elements of the schema as well as introducing some new sub-schema. The changes are 
summarised in section 5 below.  
 
This paper presents an overview of the standard focussing on the four key elements. It 
describes some of the ways that it has evolved since its introduction through usage and 
feedback from users, focussing on the changes in version 2.3  
 

2 XIDML – AN OVERVIEW 
XML provides a standard means for creating structured documents for automated data 
interchange. XidML is an XML schema that provides a modular XML framework for 
expressing all the configuration required in a flight test instrumentation system (Figure 1). 
Modularity and expandability are key to the design so that people can include sub-schemas 
for particular instruments or data protocols (called packages). For example, some programs 
require the contents of CCDL packet for their Cross Channel Data Link. The stadnard allows 
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the optional inclusion of this “package” and the instrumentation definition for 
instrumentation used to monitor that bus. 
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Figure 1: XML acts as a database interchange medium 

 
Key to this modular frame-work is an emphasis on vendor-neutral parameter definition (e.g. 
sample rates and EU conversion) and vendor-neutral packet definition (e.g. IRIG-106 Ch. 4 
PCM stream definition). The intention of the design is to free the user from worrying about 
vendor specific details of the hardware or software used in a test, and instead allows them to 
focus on the parameters and attributes that they care about. 
 
XidML has evolved from the NASA space XML schema XCTE [1], with ideas taken from 
TMATS and other XML schema referenced in the text below.  

3 KEY ELEMENTS OF XIDML 
The standard defines seven elements for describing a system. Four of these could be 
considered “primary” elements because they contain the majority of the information required 
for data acquisition. The three others are secondary elements that provide extra information 
for configuring the system or processing the acquired data. The four primary elements are: 
 
Element Description 
Parameters The parameter set. This element contains a list of all parameters in the system and 

attributes associated with those parameters. This element also allows parameters to 
be grouped, and defines parameter classes to store default parameters setup. 

Packages This element contains all the protocols and message descriptions in the system. It 
stores information about how data is transported through the system, and into and 
out of the system.  

Instrumentation This element contains information about all the hardware in the system – the 
instruments that create, transport and manage the data in the system.  
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Algorithms This element stores all the rules for transformation of data – whether that is by 
application of a mathematical formula, combining of one or more inputs to generate 
one or more outputs, integrating customer software, look-up tables etc. etc. 

 
In addition to these primary elements there are three secondary elements: 
 
Element Description 
Documentation This element contains documentation information. This element can appear 

in many locations and is often the child of other elements. 
Datalinks This element contains information about the wires and physical 

interconnects of the system.  
Addendum This is a “catch-all” element that allows other XML schema to be integrated 

into a XidML file. Children of the Addendum element do not need to be 
XidML compliant although they must be valid XML. This is a useful way 
of adding customized information. 

 
Version 2.3 takes a step towards simplification be removing two elements which were in the 
original version. The AcquisitionCycle element became redundant with the addition of extra 
children in the Packages element. The AuxiliaryFiles element will eventually become 
redundant as more parsers support the latest revisions of the XML standard that introduced an 
X-Include element which essentially does exactly the same thing. [3] 
 

3.1 The Parameter Definition Element 
 <Parameters> 
  <ParameterSet> 
   <Parameter Name="MyParameter"> 
    <Documentation> 
     <CreatedBy>Bill</CreatedBy> 
     <ShortDescription>LeftPanelVibration</ShortDescription> 
     <LongDescription>Located on LPA1</LongDescription> 
    </Documentation> 
    <ParameterProperties> 
     <ParameterTypeReference>uStrain</ParameterTypeReference> 
     <RangeMaximum>900</RangeMaximum> 
     <RangeMinimum>-200</RangeMinimum> 
    </ParameterProperties> 
    <Source> 
     <Signal> 
      <InstrumentReference>StrainModule1</InstrumentReference> 
      <VendorMap>Channel(2)</VendorMap> 
     </Signal> 
    </Source> 
    <Destination> 
     <Package> 
      <InstrumentReference>Ethernet</InstrumentReference> 
      <PackageReference>UDPPacket1</PackageReference> 
      <ParameterMap>Data0</ParameterMap> 
     </Package> 
    </Destination> 
    <Destination> 
     <Package> 
      <InstrumentReference>Controller</InstrumentReference> 
      <PackageReference>PCMFrame1</PackageReference> 
      <ParameterMap>Word16:01_1</ParameterMap> 
     </Package> 
    </Destination> 
   </Parameter> 
  </ParameterSet> 
 </Parameters> 
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The Parameters element allows the meta-data associated with a parameter to be defined. 
Each parameter has a source (one only) and at least one (although possibly many) 
destinations. In addition it has certain properties, for example, the format (e.g. offset binary) 
and size (e.g. 16-bits) and units (e.g. volts) along with the desired minimum sample rate. The 
actual sample rate can also be stored (which may differ from the minimum because of 
hardware or package restrictions). 
 
It is important to note that a source or destination for a parameter can be a physical register 
on an instrument (such as an ADC on an analog channel), a location in a package (such as a 
word in a MIL-STD-1553 message), the input or output of a calculation (such as the result of 
an EU conversion) or a specialized time tag. The latter is used to link a time tag parameter to 
a specific (named) parameter.  
 
The standard provides a common set of properties for a parameter in its most abstract form.  
Additional properties specific to a particular application or organization, and not defined 
within the schema, can also be included through the Addendum element.  This is consistent 
with the design goal to be comprehensive, but not prescriptive – it covers a wide range of 
setup information common to all configurations but does not try to constrain or force the user 
into a particular way of operation.  
 
The parameter definition exists independently of any instrumentation or data protocols that 
may support that parameter. In this sense, the standard is “hardware” agnostic. If you want to 
change from IRIG-106 PCM to TCP/IP for data transfer during the life of a program, then the 
changes to the XML expression of your setup are minimal.  
 

3.2 The Package Definition Element 
Although parameters exist independently, they usually need to be transferred from place to 
place in the system. Common protocols today for moving data around include IRIG-106 
PCM, MIL-STD-1553 and IRIG Chapter 10 log files. In future configuration it is expected 
that these will be more network oriented (e.g. iNET).  The stadnard refers to data protocols as 
packages and defines a set of sub-schema to describe particular package structures.  
 
Version 2.3 introduces the concept of a PackageReference which allows a single package 
description to be re-used, even within the same program. For example, a particular PCM 
frame can be defined just once, but instantiated several times within a configuration. The 
PackageInstance element in the source or destination elements of a parameter allow a 
particular instance of a frame to be referenced independently. Re-use is an important design 
consideration. The goal is to eliminate redundancy in the configuration description and to 
support the use of libraries of common elements such as PCM frames.  
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Figure 2: PCM Frame described in XML as viewed in XMLSpy 

Figure 2 shows a partial description of an IRIG-106 PCM frame as it would be described in 
XidML elements. The standard has a set of sub-schema that support the following common 
protocols: 
 
Name Description 
X-ARINC-429-Message Describes any ARINC 429 message 
X-CAIS Defines data on a CAIS bus  
X-CCDL Describes data in a CCDL interface 
X-FCS-Message Describes FCS messages 
X-Firewire Describes data on an IEEE1394 bus 
X-IENA-Ethernet-UDP-Basic Describes Ethernet data when formatted in IENA 

compatible UDP packets 
X-IRIG-106-Ch-4 Describes any IRIG-106 PCM frame 
X-IRIG-Time Describes any IRIG Time code message 
X-Memory-Storage Describes how data is stored in a solid state memory device
X-MIL-STD-1553-Message Describes any MIL-STD-1553 message 
X-Panavia-Message Describes any Panavia bus message 
X-RS-232-Basic Describes any serial stream 
X-Snarfer Describes any FIFO of data used for all-bus monitoring 
X-STANAG-3910-Message Describes STANAG 3910 messages 
Package Vendor/User specific packages 
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Users are encouraged to add additional protocols for their application if the existing schema 
is not enough for their needs. The standard is designed to embrace expansion as new 
protocols become used in the industry.  

3.3 The Instrument Definition Element 
All data is acquired and processed by hardware and software. The Instrumentation element is 
intended to describe these acquisition and processing nodes.  
 

 

Figure 3: PCM decoder in XML as viewed in XMLSpy 

 
Figure 3 shows a definition for a PCM decoder. A lot of effort has gone into making the 
definition vendor neutral. Most PCM decoders should be able to work from the elements 
defined in the schema. In the event of extra information being the Addendum element can be 
used, or a new sub-schema defined for the instrument.  
 
Like packages, the standard provides a set of sub-schema to define particular instruments. 
 
Name Description 
X-DAU Describes a “container” that can hold instruments 

(e.g. a chassis) 
X-DAU-Controller-CAIS A DAU controller with a CAIS interface 
X-DAU-Controller-PCM A DAU controller with a PCM interface 
X-Module-1553-BC A 1553 bus controller 
X-Module-1553-Monitor Any instrument that can monitor 1553 data 
X-Module-1553-RT A 1553 remote terminal 
X-Module-Analog-In Any instrument that accepts analog inputs 
X-Module-Analog-Out Any instrument that outputs analog  
X-Module-ARINC-573- Any instrument that can monitor ARINC-573 data 
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Name Description 
Monitor 
X-Module-ARINC-573-
Transmitter 

Any instrument that can act as an ARINC-573 
transmitter 

X-Module-ARINC-429-
Monitor 

Any instrument that can monitor ARINC-429 data 

X-Module-ARINC-429-
Transmitter 

Any instrument that can act as an ARINC-429 
transmitter 

X-Module-Audio-In Any instrument that accepts audio input 
X-Module-BitSynchronizer A bit synch 
X-Module-Built-In-Test A built in test (BIT) instrument 
X-Module-CAIS-BC A CAIS bus controller 
X-Module-CCDL-Monitor Any instrument that monitors CCDL data 
X-Module-Discrete-In Any digital input instrument  
X-Module-Ethernet Any instrument that can output Ethernet 
X-Module-
ExternalMultiplexer-
Controller 

Any instrument that interfaces to a multiplexer 
(e.g. a pressure scanner) 

X-Module-FCS-Monitor FCS bus monitor 

X-Module-Firewire-Monitor Any instrument that can monitor firewire (IEEE-
1394) 

X-Module-Panavia-Monitor A PANAVIA bus monitor 
X-Module-PCM-In Any instrument that accepts PCM input 
X-Module-PCM-Out Any instrument that generates PCM out 
X-Module-Recorder Any recording instrument 
X-Module-RS-232-Monitor Any instrument that can accept RS-232 type input 
X-Module-RS-232-Uplink Any instrument that can generate RS-232 type 

ouput 
X-Module-STANAG-3910-
Monitor 

A STANAG 3910 monitor 

X-Module-Time-In-Out Any instrument that can recognize or generate 
time 

X-Module-Video-In Any instrument that accepts video input 
X-On-Board-Recorder A container instrument for recording modules 
X-PC A container instrument representing a PC 
X-RF-Rx An RF receiver 
X-Sensor-Bridge A bridge instruement 
 
The schema for common instruments are designed to be generic. For example, X-Module-
Analog-In describes an analog data acquisition module. However, the schema does not 
specify vendor dependent restrictions such as the number of channels in the instrument or 
whether these channels have excitation or not. The schema supports an infinite number of 
channels on the instrument, with optional excitation. The tools provided by the vendor to 
configure their hardware must check that the settings are applicable to their hardware.  
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New schema can be added to support hardware that is sufficiently different that it cannot be 
supported by the existing schema.  

3.4 Algorithms 
The algorithms element allows a configuration file to store information relating to processing 
applied to the data. The standard defines schema for common processing elements such as 
alarms, triggers, concatenation, polynomials, software DLLs etc. It also allows for the 
inclusion of any mathematical expression through the use of MathML [3]. Through the 
algorithms element, any processing that the configuration applies can be stored and accessed 
by the instruments that do the processing.  
 

4 ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS 

4.1 Documentation 
The documentation element can be used as a child of many elements in the schema to append 
information to an element that explains the who, what and why of that element.  
 

4.2 Data-links 
The DataLinks element describes the physical attributes of connections within the system. 
How these are managed has changed with version 2.3 and are further described in section 5.2 
below. 
 

4.3 Addendum 
The Addendum element is a ‘catch-all” element which acknowledges the reality that any 
standard defined today cannot cover all present and future needs. Addendum allows the 
inclusion of any valid XML data but the standard does not dictate what schema that data 
should follow. This hook allows vendor specific information to be included (for example) or 
allows a sensor database to be included via SensorML [4].  
 

5 SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN XIDML V2.3 
XidML version 2.3 introduces some changes as a result of feed-back from users in several 
different companies who are encapsulating real-life configurations using the schema.  

5.1 AcquisitionCycle element now obsolete 

The approach to sample rates and package transmission frequencies has changed. Previously 
all rates were referenced back to a single value determined by the AcquisitionCycle element. 
This worked well for synchronous data acquisition but users found it a little clumsy for 
asynchronous package definition. The AcquisitionCycle element has been dropped from the 
schema. Instead the package frequency is expressed in Hertz as part of the package definition. 
Related to this, children have been added to the parameter element to allow sample rates to be 
expressed.  

5.2 Data-links 

Multiple data link sub-schemas have been combined into one (Figure 4) 
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Figure 4: Datalink Schema in XidML 2.3 

5.3 Instrumentation 

Also some new instruments have been included. Most significantly, the concept of a parent 
instrument such as a DAU chassis or recorder or PC containing other instruments better 
reflects real-life hierarchies. These instruments can have child instruments.  

5.4 Parameters 
A few new key elements have been added to parameter definition such as long and short 
labels and minimum sampling rate specifications. Also the channel number attribute has been 
replaced with the, already existing, name attribute and a new Disable attribute added to allow 
elements to be "turned off" rather than deleted. 
 

5.5 Auxiliary files 
The initial version originally specified an element called AuxiliaryFiles which allowed the 
inclusion of other XidML compliant files. This was intended to get around a shortcoming in 
the XML standard which did not allow for embedding references to other files in an XML 
file. The AuxiliaryFiles element was intended to permit the use of libraries of XML files to 
describe commonly used configurations.  
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In December 2004 the X-include directive became a full recommendation for the XML 
standard. This negates the need for AuxiliaryFiles and this element will become redundant 
when X-Include is widely supported in parsers. It remains part of the standard as some parsers 
today still do not recognize it, however for current and future developments X-Include is 
recommended over AuxiliaryFiles as it offers a more powerful inclusion facility.  
 

6 CONCLUSION 
 
XidML is a mature, published XML schema for flight test instrumentation. It has been in use 
for over two years and through experience with users has evolved into a comprehensive 
language for describing test configurations. It is designed to be flexible enough to support 
small minimal configuration as well as full scale installations with multiple programs and 
systems. It is designed for both PCM and network based architectures. Experience has shown 
that the schema can be easily incorporated into existing processes and provides a viable 
solution for long term characterization of test setup configuration.  
 
Further information on XidML is available at the website: www.xidml.org. A discussion on 
XML is available at www.xidml.org\whyxml.ppt and more information is available at 
www.xml.org. An introduction to the standard is available at 
www.xidml.org\xidmlanoverview.ppt.  
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